Batch effect is a frequent challenge in deep sequencing data analysis that can lead to misleading 9 conclusions. We present scBatch, a numerical algorithm that conducts batch effect correction on the 10 count matrix of RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data. Different from traditional methods, scBatch starts 11 with establishing an ideal correction of the sample distance matrix that effectively reflect the underlying 12 biological subgroups, without considering the actual correction of the raw count matrix itself. It then 13 seeks an optimal linear transformation of the count matrix to approximate the established sample pattern. 14 The benefit of such an approach is the final result is not restricted by assumptions on the mechanism of 15 the batch effect. As a result, the method yields good clustering and gene differential expression (DE) 16 results. We compared the new method, scBatch, with leading batch effect removal methods ComBat 17 and mnnCorrect on simulated data, real bulk RNA-seq data, and real single-cell RNA-seq data. The 18 comparisons demonstrated that scBatch achieved better sample clustering and DE gene detection results.
transformed count matrix = × is output as the corrected count matrix that inherits the corrected 85 sample pattern in . Although more complex models can be used to achieve nonlinear transformation, 86 we believe linear transformation can avoid over-correction while still achieving good results. Detailed 87 problem setup and algorithm design can be found in the Methods section.
88 Figure 1 : Overview of scBatch workflow. For the preprocessed count matrix , the Pearson correlation matrix is corrected by QuantNorm to obtain a reference sample distance matrix . Then the main algorithm is utilized to search for the weight matrix to achieve the objective that the Pearson correlation of × is close to . The corrected count matrix = × inherits the sample pattern information from , which can be used for downstream analyses. scBatch, the restoring of sample patterns was based on our previously published work of sample corre-such as those involved in synapse assembly and cell adhesion. These results are reasonable given the Figure 5 : A,C-F t-SNE plots of the sample patterns from uncorrected data (normalized raw count data), ComBat-corrected data, MNN-corrected data and scBatch-corrected data, colored by A, cell types, C, marker gene GCG for alpha cells, D, marker gene INS for beta cells, E, marker gene PPY for gamma cells, and F, marker gene SST for delta cells. B, Venn diagrams for the significant genes from pairwise differential gene tests by Seurat (Satija et al., 2015) with adjusted p-values < 10 −6 and log fold changes > 2.
We applied similar analysis procedure used for the mouse neuron data. From the t-SNE plots where 195 cells were colored by the provided subtype labels (Fig. 5A) , mixed gamma and delta cells appeared There is still large room to improve the proposed method. First, we only adopted the simplest linear 250 transformation of raw count matrix in this paper, while a non-linear transformation may better depict 251 the sample pattern in the corrected distance matrix. Secondly, the metrics of distance can also affect 252 the correction. We used the Pearson correlation matrix because it was easy to interpret and convenient 253 for gradient computation, while other distance metrics such as Spearman correlation may bring other 254 insights to the data pattern. Thus, a more universal numerical gradient descent algorithm may be applied 255 to adapt to different types of distance matrices. analyses. We note that similar to other methods, the resulting matrix may no longer be composed of 265 non-negative integers.
266
Least squares loss function In order to solve , we propose to minimize the following least squares 267 loss function
where is the Pearson correlation matrix of , || · || is the Frobenius norm and denotes the ( , ) 269 entry of matrix . Thus, the optimized weight matrix satisfies = argmin ( ) and the corrected count matrix is = .
271 Gradient of the loss function By chain rule, the gradient of the loss function ( ) is
By definition, the , entry of satisfies
where is the th column of , is the × identity matrix, and 1 is the × 1 vector with all 272 entries equal to one. As can be observed, is a 4th-rank tensor in -dimensional space. Thus the 273 gradient of the loss function ( ), which is the product of and the × matrix ( − ), is 274 also a × matrix.
275
Although the scale of computation appears large, we derived an equivalent but more economic ap-276 proach to compute the gradient in practice. Since { } involves only two columns from , the 277 tensor is sparse so that all its entries can be saved in a 3rd-rank tensor in -dimensional space.
278
Let denote the th column of matrix . Considering the gradient performance and practical comput-279 ing, moreover, we further decompose the calculation into columnwise gradients , = 1, ..., ,
280
which are × matrices. Using columnwise gradients as the unit, both coordinate gradient descent 281 (Wright, 2015) and standard gradient descent can be easily implemented.
282 Denote = ( − 1 1 1 ) 2 . By some algebra, the columnwise gradient
where e k is a × 1 vector in which the entry is equal to one and others are equal to zero, and
where ⊙, ∘ respectively represents Hadamard (elementwise) product and power, and ⊗ represents outer 284 product.
285
Algorithm 1 Random block coordinate descent algorithm.
Input: raw count matrix ∈ R × , reference distance matrix ∈ R × , initial weight matrix ∈ R × , group number ∈ [1, ], step size ∈ R + , tolerance ∈ (0, ), function returning loss function and columnwise gradients.
[ , ] = dim( ) while > do = sample(1:m,size=n,replace=T) for i = 1, 2, ... , max( ) do
Random block coordinate descent algorithm We adapt a flexible gradient descent algorithm (Al-286 gorithm 1). In each iteration, the algorithm first randomly partitions subjects into groups. Then 287 gradient descent is sequentially conducted from group 1 to group to update the group-specific columns 288 in . That is, the subjects are randomly partitioned in group blocks in each iteration to improve the 289 robustness of gradient descent. Note the number of groups can be customized as any integer from 290 1 to sample size . When = , the algorithm is equivalent to the traditional gradient descent algo-291 rithm; when = 1, the algorithm is equivalent to the coordinate descent algorithm (Wright, 2015) . 
